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Theme: Today's Architecture & Beyond
Being in a global village gives us the experience as though there are no longer any
definite boundaries. There is no monopoly on perception, knowledge and information.
Architecture is not spared because of the advancement of science and technology.
While we are focused on the present, we are also aware of the opportunities and
challenges of the future. We design not only on the core of prevailing circumstances
today but with calculated consideration for tomorrow. This can be likened to mobility
that is limited to action instead of considering it as beyond movement. Mobility in
knowledge is not just shared in reading books but also in actual practice. Since the
practice of architecture is within the ambit of this phenomenon, it submitted that the
best way to improve is to collaborate. Architects in the academe are still considered
the bastion of knowledge, therefore, it must be utilized as a springboard towards the
culture of collaboration.
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ASSEMBLY

Now on its 4th year, Architects in the Academe Assembly (AAA) goes global by elevating the assembly of local architects into an International Conference on Architecture Education. The 3-day event is slated on May 30-31 & June 1, 2019. It is a milestone event for the country to be holding the first ever conference dedicated to architectural education that will be attended by international delegations representing the different architecture schools in the world, particularly in Asia.
A highlight of this international meet is the ACAE MATCHING & EXCHANGE CONFERENCE where ARCASIA representatives will formalize their networking and academic ties with member countries in the field of Student Exchange, Faculty Exchange, Asian Pedagogy Workshops and other inter-country collaborations.

We will need at least 2 representatives from each ARCASIA-member countries in this special activity within the conference.
• ACAE ROUNDTABLE

It is the UAP’s honor to host the ARCASIA Committee of Architecture Education (ACAE) Roundtable as part of this conference. It is expected that at the end of the roundtable discussion, another important resolution will come out in response to the ever-expanding needs of architecture education in Asia.

We will need a representative from each ARCASIA-member countries in this roundtable. Observers are welcome.
CALL FOR PAPERS

STRAND A: ECOLOGY
"Architects' Practical Responses in Addressing Ecological Issues"
Subtopics:
Emerging trends, Biomorphism, Design Charettes/Processes, Regenerative Architecture, Community-led projects, Sustainable materials, Modular construction, Buildings for Deconstruction, Sustainable construction methods, Zero loop systems and approaches, Best practices, Collaborative endeavors

STRAND B: PEDAGOGY
"Architects' Responses in Prevalent Issues, Emerging Educational Systems and Borderless Practice"
Subtopics:
Emerging schools of thought and theories, Studio Culture, Accuracy of students' assessment activities, Asian versus Western architectural pedagogy, Community-oriented school projects and activities, Industry-Academe linkages, Technology and Pedagogy, Multi-disciplinary projects, Tracer studies and analyses, Best practices, Collaborative projects
• **CALL FOR PAPERS**

**STRAND C: TECHNOLOGY**

"**Issues and Trends in the Architectural Profession**"

**Subtopics:**
Emerging technologies, Technology versus Human Intelligence, BIM Design Process and Technology: issues, Design Process and Technology: opportunities, 3D Printing, Value of Architecture Profession in the wake of ready-made designs, Best practices, Collaborative projects

**STRAND D: DESIGN**

“**Shaping lives communities - then, now and future**”

**Subtopics:**
Parametric Design
Architecture and Allied Professionals
Architecture and Community Development
Best Practices
Architecture Criticism
Art and Architecture
Architecture and Allied Sciences
Design Processes
Collaborative Projects
CALL FOR PAPERS

Abstract Submission: 15 December 2018 to 15 March 2019

Notification of Acceptance: 16 March 2019

1. Abstracts should only be submitted using the link https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSelOrAsnsTT-c1gsxJVcZjFQ0kH8vDVXkpih-DNZ5ZhDKefw/viewform

2. All submitted abstracts will undergo peer review. The abstract should clearly indicate the aims and conclusions of the work to be described in the final paper.

3. Abstract text length should not be less than 250 words and not be longer than 500 words and should be in English.

4. You will be informed by e-mail about the acceptance/rejection of your abstract submission after the peer review process.
Your country’s participation is encouraged. WELCOME TO MANILA!